elements of recovery" (88). There is a risk that the type of argument advanced in this article becomes circular. The text is said to offer an insight into schizophrenia (and recovery) because it represents symptoms which are documented in scientific literature as belonging to that condition. But what if the narrator's perceptions only conform to the actual phenomena experienced by people with schizophrenia in those specific respects, and depart from it into fictional invention in every other? We can only grant the text authority to tell us about schizophrenia to the extent that it conforms to established knowledge.
The answer to such a criticism, of course, lies in the article's methodological assumption that fiction offers a "rich, nuanced first-person view" unavailable to "quantitative research," without the reader having to establish its "truth-value" (84). Humanities scholars will welcome this recognition of the power of narrative fiction; but in seeking to emphasise ways in which Jesus' Son might enlist the reader's empathy for its protagonist, and by extension for others who share his symptoms, the authors make very particular and tendentious selections of which passages to read and which to overlook. There is no mention, for example, of the closing paragraphs of "Two Men," in which the narrator holds a gun to a woman's head: "You're going to be sorry," he tells her (Johnson 31). The reader is not told what happens next.
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